They’re Lying About Polio: Just Stop with
the Vaccinations, Already
by Noel Joshua Hadley

“And the woman beheld Sammael, the angel of death,
and was afraid; yet she knew that the tree was good to eat,
and that it was medicine for the enlightenment of the eyes,
and desirable tree by means of which to understand. And
she took of its fruit and did eat; and she gave to her
husband with her, and he did eat.”
Genesis 3:6 [Targum]
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FRANKLIN DELANO Roosevelt was stricken with polio, and I don’t
believe a word of it. Yes, that is precisely what I am saying. A United States
President faked it. If you believe that is unbecoming of our Commander
in Chief, and therefore unimaginable, then perhaps we need to go all the
way back to the dawn of human history and begin undressing the
deception from there. The serpent lied. That will be on the test.
Presently, we are told that a paralytic illness left Roosevelt paralyzed from
the waist down, being diagnosed with poliomyelitis at the time, or polio for
short. His diagnosis is debated today, as his symptoms are said to be more
consistent with Guillain–Barré syndrome. But that is likely because GBS
is the most common cause of generalized paralysis in our post-polio era,
and they are attempting to milk the psyop for everything it’s worth. Keep
the stew simmering on the backburner of our consciousness. We shall
turn once more to Roosevelt in a moment, because the context here, and
the point of this entire paper is Poliomyelitis, or polio for short. During
the first half of the twentieth century, an entire generation of children
were dealt a crippling blow to a virus—or so we’re told. Hence, polio.
Before this is over, you shall see how and why they’ve lied to you about
that too.
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I decided to look polio up on The Wikipedia, and this is what I found.

“Poliomyelitis, commonly shortened to polio, is an
infectious disease caused by the polio-virus.”
Wrong. Polio is not infectious, nor is it the cause of a virus. Because there
is absolutely no connection to be had between disease and the spreading
of viruses. Ridiculous. And yet, there it is. It’s in the opening sentence of
their article. Wiki likes to tell you their agents’ role, or in this case, the
psyop, within the introduction. It’s how they pass notes in class. Because
even spooks got to eat, and they simply don’t have time to read entire
articles. There are far too many deceptions for that, you know.

And then we read garbage like this. It says poliovirus is spread from
person to person through infected fecal matter entering the mouth.
Wrong again. Apparently, the invasion of flying poop gripped the world
in fear for a few consecutive decades but was only effective in spreading
the disease from an infected host for up to 6 weeks before seeking
retirement. Why only six and not five or seven, and why even stop there?
It’s a virus. A virus isn’t even a living thing to begin with. A dead nonliving invisible thing cannot reproduce. Likewise, it cannot decide to
invade a host one week but then retire the next. That’s not how any of
this works.
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Look how Britannica defines a virus. Though they manage to get the
first half wrong, the second half is correct. Indeed, virus is a Latin word
which means “slimy liquid” or “poison.” This practically has vaccines
written all over it. How very Orwellian of them, to show us the truth in
plain sight and then lie about it. Understand, germs are not poison and
furthermore, they are not a disease. It is only when the host becomes
damaged that the germs begin to manifest as a symptom. Detoxing is a
good thing. Best to flesh out the disease. Bodies are amazing. But again,
germs are not the cause of the disease. Unhealthy living is. Yes, poop is
disgusting, but viral poop isn’t a thing. The people infected with polio,
mostly children, were being poisoned.
The official narrative is a juggling act. They have no choice but to keep
the charade going, or else expose everything. Perhaps there is a way to
pull the cloth out from the table and keep the piping hot bowls of beanieweenie in place. I’ve seen it done on television. But I’m incapable of doing
it. I’m simply not that talented. I’d much prefer pulling the cloth and
everything upon it. Better yet, I’ll just remove a leg and watch the entire
table fall. Why delay? Let’s make it happen. The Establishment has
prepared another table before us, and everything on the menu is an
unclean animal. Are you ready? I am. You are too? Good. Then here we
go.
One. Two. Three. Pull.
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Paralysis: A Brief History of the Ancient World

PRIOR to being named polio, conditions that involved the crippling of the
limbs were referred to by various names, such as palsy or apoplexy, as well
as paralysis. Palsy however refers to a sudden weakness of muscles on one
half of the face, often resulting from a stroke, and is accompanied by
involuntary tremors. Isolated cases of infantile paralysis, however, have
been documented for centuries, dating all the way back to the papyrus of
ancient Egypt and Hippocrates, a fourth century BC Greek physician.
Here’s the thing. Long before Pasteur’s germ theory hoax, the ancients
understood full-well that paralysis resulted from exposures to poisonous
substances. For example, the hemlock plant contains poison alkaloids. If
ingested, conium will cause paralysis of various bodily functions. Though
the victim will be unable to move, he will potentially remain aware of all
that is transpiring around him until paralysis of the respiratory system
finishes him off.
I am once more reminded of the Socrates death hoax, in which we are
expected to believe the philosopher from Athens, selected to bring the
Mysteries out into the open, was sentenced to die by ingestion of hemlock
when in fact his student Plato continued, building the very foundations
of Greek Hellenization unabated, whereas everybody became an immortal
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soul, thereby initiating nearly everybody into the Mystery religion without
consequence. Ridiculous. The death of Socrates is fake news. Globe earth,
introduced to everybody from Socrates’ deathbed, wink-wink, is fake too.
While the rest of the flat, motionless world passed around the hemlock,
straining their eyes in hopes of finding the curve just beyond the horizon,
agent Socrates was probably kicking back with the cyclops on the island
of Sardinia, sipping sangria from a coconut.

Fast forward to the 18th-century and doctors in Deutschland began
frequently finding that patients, often chemists or miners, were rendered
paralytic by exposing themselves to quicksilver. The connection
shouldn’t surprise anyone, as quicksilver is widely regarded as one of the
most toxic substances on earth. Quicksilver, a heavy, silvery-white liquid
metal, is the alternative name for Mercury, number 80 on the periodic
table, and is used in the extraction of precious metals, such as gold and
silver. It is rarely discovered in its pure metallic and naturally occurring
form, but usually occurs in something called mercury sulfide, a chemical
compound composed of mercury and sulfur. The most common source
ore for refining elemental mercury is a bright scarlet to red-brick
pigmented vein-filling mineral known as cinnabar. Case in point. After
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many years of slaving away in the mines, cinnabar mine workers often
suffer from crippling neurological and mental disorders. See, we’re already
getting somewhere.
In 1824, doctors in England found poisons in certain mineral substances,
such as quicksilver, arsenic, and lead, either resulting from their fumes or
the administering of a solution, to be a leading cause of paralysis. The sick
sadistic psychopaths who rule our world just love to shove these truths in
our face and then gaslight anyone for daring to disbelieve their preferred
alternative. Understand what they’re ultimately saying here. While it may
be true that many of the patients referred to by both English and German
doctors were mainly exposed to poisons within their working
environment; toxic substances, such as mercury and arsenic, were also
used as medicines during the same two centuries. The Greeks had earlier
used mercury for ointment—the Egyptians for cosmetics. In the 14th
century, it was employed as a treatment for leprosy. And in the 16th
century, for syphilis. Other poison substances described by doctors at this
time, capable of creating paralysis, were phosphorus, cyanide, and carbon
monoxide.

Fun fact. The Establishment named a planet after Mercury. But you
probably knew that already. Mercury is part of the Roman pantheon of
divine beings. His Egyptian counterpart is Thoth. His Greek is Hermes.
Among Mercury’s divine attributes, he was the elohiym of deviation,
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trickery and thieves. He also serves as the guide of souls to the
underworld. If you read my paper on the art of alchemy, then you will
hopefully connect those dots and understand why the wandering star
deemed closest to the sun would be named after the guide to the
underworld. Pinocchio Is Dead. It all goes back to the Mystery religions
of Babylon and Isis and involves sun worship.

Another fun fact, because we specialize in facts here at Cosmology, is that
the staff of Hermes is designated as the worldwide symbol for commerce
but also for medicine. Otherwise known as the Caduceus, the staff of
Hermes depicts a coiled double-helix made up of twin serpents. The
World Health Organization has chosen the rod of Asclepius, entwined
only by a single serpent, and wielded by the Greek elohiym Asclepius as
their symbol—a deity associated with healing and medicine. Meanwhile,
pharmacies all over the globe prefer a serpent playing the part of the olive
in the martini glass for their symbol.
Why do I get the feeling that our sick psychopathic Slave Masters have,
oh, I don’t know, a thing for serpents? Do you see what I’m getting at here?
We are gazing back upon the beginning. The first lie and the last. In the
book of Revelation, Yohanan (John) outs BIG PHARMA as the drug
sorcery which leads all nations astray. The Greek word φαρμακείᾳ is
pronounced “pharmakeia,” as in pharmaceuticals. Its architects and
practitioners are cast into the Lake of Fire.
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I point this stuff out to people and they tend to have the same reaction
that Eve did in the garden when she saw the serpent. “Yeah, but this
is different.”

Polio: A Brief History of the Modern World

THE contagious nature of polio was first “discovered” in 1907. Hopefully,
you will either be struck by the hurricane force winds of my
sarcastic sigh or the heavy pendulum swing of my eyes, both of which have
attempted to breach your side of the computer screen. The honor of this
discovery is attributed to a certain Otto Ivar Wickman. The Wikipedia
introduces him, first sentence, as “a Swedish physician, who discovered in
1907 the epidemic and contagious character of poliomyelitis.” By this we
can conclude that Wickman was used to roll out the idea which labeled
paralysis as a contagious disease, capable of being spread from person to
person. Ridiculous. But that is not all. As part of his package deal, take it or
leave it, polio could now be present in people who did not appear to have
a severe form of the disease, what is referred to as abortive cases.
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We are dealing with an invisible enemy. It lives within us. And no surprise,
The Government needs to eradicate it.
Actually—the U.S. Supreme Court had already decided in 1905, with the
case of Jacobson v. Massachusetts, that the constitutionality of mandatory
vaccination programs, specifically as it applied to smallpox, would be
upheld. Put in slightly different terms, The Government will not
recognize: “your body, your choice.”

The argument was made by Cambridge Pastor Henning Jacobson that
the mandatory vaccinations which he had received in his childhood home
of Sweden, as part of their mandatory vaccination programs, were both
dangerous and temperamental to his health, and thereby refused
participating in the mandatory American program. Jacobson furthermore
said that “he and his son had had bad reactions to earlier vaccinations” as
children, and that Jacobson himself “had been caused great and extreme
suffering for a long period by a disease produced by vaccination.”
Henning Jacobson was a first century anti-vaxer. And they made an
example of him.
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Wiki likes to rub the preserved poop from the 1905 line-up of Supreme
Court judges in our faces: “The Court’s decision articulated the view that
individual liberty is not absolute and is subject to the police power of
the state.”
Our Slave Masters have regularly cited Sha’ul when dealing with these
matters of State. Or as Jeff Sessions, 84th United States Attorney
General, has recently stated: “I would cite you to the Apostle Paul and
his clear and wise command in Romans 13, to obey the laws of the
government because God has ordained them for the purpose of order.”
So, there you go. Take your medicine like a good boy. And don’t forget
your please and thank yous. Paul wills it. That is all.

In 1910, at the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research in New
York, Dr. Simon Flexner, a professor of experimental pathology from
the University of Pennsylvania, demonstrated that “germicidal
substances” were present in the blood of monkeys that had survived
polio. What Flexner and fellow researcher Paul Lewis essentially did was
produce paralysis by creating a concoction, which included the groundup spinal cord from a “polio” victim, that was then injected into the
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brain of a living monkey. They then extracted fluid from the infected
monkey’s brain and injected that into the brain of another living
monkey. In fact, any number of monkeys had Flexner’s polio injected
into their brain. Every test monkey apparently experienced some form
of paralysis. Why are red flags being planted upon the narrative as often
as the Arizona bomb blast-holes which doubled as Neil Armstrong’s
moon craters? Because we’re not even dealing with a slight of hand.
Injecting toxins into the brain of a monkey or any living
animal, including humans, will produce paralysis.
This isn’t rocket science, people. Come to think of it—it is. The poliovirus
itself would not be visible to researchers until the 1950s, when the
electron microscope was available. How was Otto Ivar Wickman and his
friends capable of handcuffing polio to a virus, again? This is basically the
equivalent of actor astronauts being successful at sailing past the Van Allen
belt to reach the moon in the 1960’s and then speaking to President
Nixon through a landline telephone on live television, even though
NASA admittedly does not have the ability to surpass low earth orbit
today and return. And yet, when it comes to the poliovirus, turn-of-thecentury doctors were able to locate and make vaccines for it. And at any
rate, the conclusion to Flexner and Lewis’ study on the brain of monkeys,
as well as the research of their contemporaries, is that the world needed a
mass vaccine for all of humanity which might induce antibodies as a
means to fighting The Virus, but that’s probably not suspicious.
I checked. Flexner was a Joo. His father, Morris Flexner, was a migrant
from Czechoslovakia. Simon Flexner’s brother Bernard Flexner was a
prominent member of the Zionist Organization of America, while he
himself was also a close friend and adviser to John D. Rockefeller Jr.
Mm-hmm. None of this is in any way suspicious.
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Wedged between Wickman and Flexner are a couple of doctors from
Vienna, Karl Landsteiner and Erwin Popper. In 1908, the pair likewise
attempted to identify the poliovirus using the same research methods. The
ground-up spinal cord from a “polio” victim injected into the brain of
living monkeys. Unlike Flexner, they were deemed unsuccessful at it.
Landsteiner is pictured above. Perhaps he is sad, having lost the paralysis
war to the American monkeys, and somebody is trying to cheer him up.
Like practically everything else in the dizzying spin of globe earth, I’ll let
you make sense of what’s going on.
Wiki lists Landsteiner as a Joo, wink-wink.
Another doctor who worked with Landsteiner in discovering the virus
was Constantin Levaditi. Levaditi had already been accepted nearly a
decade earlier to work with Ilya Ilyich Mechnikov, pioneering
researcher in immunology and a Joo, wink-wink, at the Pasteur
Institute in Paris. Hopefully, you buy your red flags at a discount price in
bulk, because we are planting them today like toothpicks in a mountain of
pork weenies at a church potluck.
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Now that the slave monkeys had proven their point (which is to say we
should starve off any temptation for allowing our Slave Masters to inject
ground up bones into our brain), the polio myth was ripe for becoming
institutionalized. Its premier psycho-dramatic episode arrived in 1916,
when Brooklyn found itself the center of a Newspaper worthy epidemic.
More than 2,000 people reportedly died in New York City that very year,
and across the United States, polio killed another 6,000, leaving thousands
more paralyzed.
Pools were closed. Amusement parks were closed. The gathering places
of children everywhere were closed. The globe may have even spun a little
slower—who really knows? Because polio was… a virus. Apparently.
And also because the grubby little hands of children are the cause of so
much human woe. But not really.
The official narrative will tell you that polio infections repeatedly surfaced
in the summer months, but that is not what Dr. Ralph Scobey found. In
April of 1952, Scobey prepared a statement for the Select Committee to
Investigate the Use of Chemicals in Food Products in the US House of
Representatives. Scobey’s investigation dipped its toes into the patterns
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of the how and when of polio outbreaks, and this is what he found. There
was at the time dots to be connected between polio and the consumption
of fresh fruit, particularly in the autumn, immediately following harvest.
The time of year only makes sense, as the most probable historical cause
of paralysis prior to The Vax is toxic pesticides applied to produce. In
1897 for example, Australia saw a large outbreak of polio. Phosphorus
had been widely used by farmers for fertilizing that year.
Did they close the poisoned produce stands? The answer is no, they did not.
Why waste a good psyop?

During the early 20th century, DDT and ice cream trucks were in neckand-neck competition for the coveted role of America’s pastime. A DDT
truck rolling down your suburban street implied you and your childhood
buddies were about to have a good time. The reason they were doing it
was to fight mosquitoes, because mosquitoes were claimed to have carried
malaria. Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane, referred to by us laymen
as DDT for short, is a colorless, tasteless, and almost odorless crystalline
chemical compound, an organochlorine. It was first synthesized in 1874
by the Austrian chemist Othmar Zeidler. FYI, Zeidler is a Jewish name.
DDT was then developed into an insecticide, particularly to limit the
spread of insect diseases during The War.
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That’s the CDC’s claim to fame, you know. Applying DDT to the interior
of every suburban neighborhood in America during the 1940’s and 1950’s,
thereby poisoning millions of children. The upside is that they ended
malaria. Wink-wink. Apparently, mosquitoes with malaria are too afraid of
Dr. Fauci and the CDC to illegally run over the border again, because of
their DDT arsenal. It’s why they won’t come back. Right. It truly is difficult
writing this stuff and avoiding sarcasm. Believe me, I’m trying. And
anyways, don’t take my word for it. Look it up for yourself. The CDC
claims to have eradicated malaria within America. Meanwhile, I am
expected to believe only third world countries carry malaria for lack of
DDT in their suburban neighborhoods. Ridiculous. Another hoax for
another time. But they are still desperately clinging to their narrative,
hoping you don’t ask any questions.

The man who made the insecticide “discovery” is Swiss-American
chemist Paul Hermann Müller. By October 1945, DDT was available
for public sale in the United States, promoted by The Government for
use as an agricultural and household pesticide. DDT was advertised as
something good for you. “Look, kids! The DDT truck has arrived! Go
run and play in its fog machine!” Was DDT highly toxic? Why yes, it was.
And no surprise, in 1948, Muller won the Nobel prize in Physiology or
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Medicine for his 1939 discovery of insecticidal qualities and use of DMT,
something humanity could celebrate. I checked. Mueller was a Joo. Over
the following two decades, DDT was sold right alongside the baby
powder. Disgusting. Who would have thought something capable of
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assassinating insects would be poisonous for babies too? And why would
the CDC lie about something like that?

1921 is the big year. That is the occasion when polio struck Franklin
Delano Roosevelt, leaving him paralyzed from the waist down. It
happened while vacationing on Campobello Island in August, the year
after his failed attempt at running for vice-president alongside Governor
James M. Cox of Ohio, defeated by Republicans Warren H. Harding and
Calvin Coolidge. The future president fell ill. His main symptoms were
fever; bowel and bladder dysfunction; numbness; hyperesthesia;
symmetric, ascending paralysis; facial paralysis; and a descending pattern
of recovery. For the remainder of his life, Roosevelt was left to his
wheelchair and the use of braces and canes, which gave the illusion that he
was capable of walking.
You’re probably wondering why I’ve concluded that Roosevelt faked it.
Simple. Because Roosevelt is a blue blood through and through. We are
dealing with the children of Cain. Let’s consider the following.
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Roosevelt is directly related to 5 Mayflower passengers. Isaac Allerton,
John Howland, and Richard Warren are all sixth great-grandfathers.
Degory Priest is a seventh great-grandfather, with Francis Cooke
being an 8th-great. My serial reader will hopefully note that I have no
reason to believe the Plymouth Rock narrative happened at all. Though it
may or may not be a myth, the names are important. The Mayflower
“passengers” might as well have been kings. Maybe they were. Maybe they
were more than kings. And for whatever reason, the lineages of our
presidents all seem to funnel through them.
And speaking of blue-blooded royalty, Roosevelt is directly related to
several kings, as we would expect of any U.S. President. King Edward I
is an 18th-great. King Henry III is a 19th-great. King Louis VI is a
23rd-great. William the Conqueror is a 24th-great. King Robert I is a
29th-great. Alfred the Great is a 32nd-great. Charlemagne is a 33rdgreat.
He also has 12 signers of the Magna Carta in his family. Hugh le Bigod,
John d Lacy, Gilbert de Clare, Robert Fitz Walter, and Saher de
Quincy are all 20th great-grandfathers. 21st great-grandfathers
include William d’Aubeney, Richard de Clare, Robert de Ros, Roger
le Bigod, and Henry de Bohun. As for 22nd great-grandfathers, John
Fitz Robert and William de Huntingfield. I’m beginning to believe that
the Magna Carta signers weren’t even human. Did they touch down at one
time upon Mount Hermon? Who the hell really knows?
The point I am trying to make here is two-fold. Roosevelt is a blue
blood and therefore a god on earth. Secondly, do you think they would
have offered a member of their pantheon the coveted poisoned hemlock?
The answer is yes, they would. But only in hieroglyphic storytelling. If
anything, Roosevelt would produce the sort of paralysis which might thrust
the entire narrative forward. Kind of like Socrates and that cup of
hemlock they’re still passing around. I have just given the ending away. In
a little while, you shall have to act surprised.
The same sick psychopaths who run our world and convince us we’re
currently spinning at 1,000 miles per hour on the titled axis of a molten
lava space egg while simultaneously hurdling another 67,000 miles per
hour around a nuclear reactor in an ever-expanding kabbalah
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vacuum love to shove the truth in our face and then mock us for believing
it. Gaslighting is a classic Intel technique. For the record, mach speeds
begin at 761 miles per hour. I’ll let you do the math as to what mach we’re
reportedly traveling at. Ridiculous.
FDR was elected president in 1932. So, it should come as no surprise to
learn that the first polio vaccine trials, two of them, unraveled under his
watch. If you tell me that The Vax was not passed around until a decade
after Roosevelt’s death, then I will remind you that man did not land on
the moon until nearly a decade after Kennedy. In his 1944 radiobroadcast appeal for more money to the National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis, Roosevelt likened the fight against polio to the Second
World War. Interesting, since Nixon made the same comparison with
cancer.
Here Roosevelt quipped: “The dread disease that we battle at home, like
the enemy we oppose abroad, shows no concern, no pity for the
young.” Oh please. “It strikes—with its most frequent and devastating
force— against children. And that is why much of the future strength of
America depends upon the success that we achieve in combating this
disease.”
And now for an added dosage of irony. In 1935, Maurice
Brodie prepared a killed polio-virus concoction, testing chimpanzees
rather than monkeys, next on himself, and then on children. Some 11,000
individuals (mostly children I presume) were tested. Also, his mother was
a Ginsburg, and his body was interred in a Jewish cemetery.
Meanwhile, John Kolmer of Temple University in Philadelphia
developed his own polio-virus vaccine, which he tested on about 10,000
lab rats. Scratch that. Children. He experimented on children. Mostly the
children offered to Science by their doctor parents. The test proved a
disaster. Five children died. Ten more were paralyzed. Countless others
were hurt. All were victimized. Here Wiki writes: “The response from
other researchers was uncharacteristically blunt; one of them directly
called Kolmer a murderer.” Emphasis is my own. Hopefully, you will see
what they’re doing here. The Establishment loves to show everyone the
Truth, kind of like a Tartarian world fair, and then mock those of us who
refuse to pass our seed through the flames for Moloch. In other news,
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Kolmer likely received the criticism that he did because he’s the one guy
in the entire line-up that doesn’t appear to be a Jew. Don’t shoot the
messenger.

Do you remember that scene from the Michael Bay and Jerry
Bruckheimer production ‘Pearl Harbor’? The movie was released in the
months leading up to the September 11 attack, and at the time, was
advertised as the last hurrah for the dying War generation. Bruckheimer is
the son of German Jewish immigrants. And in case you were wondering,
Bay is also Jewish. Probably just a coincidence. In the movie, Roosevelt is
played by actor Jon Voight, which is appropriate considering howVoight
is related to all of the same people, including Roosevelt. Are you not
entertained?
In the scene that I’m thinking of, Roosevelt is discussing the bombing of
Pearl Harbor with his militarily advisers, and he tells them:
“Gentlemen, most of you did not know me when I had
the use of my legs. I was strong and proud and arrogant.
Now I wonder every hour of my life why God put me into
this chair. But when I see defeat in the eyes of my
countrymen; in your eyes right now; I start to think that
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maybe he brought me down for times like these when we
all need to be reminded who we truly are.”
The speech goes on from there, but the point is that Roosevelt is asking
something of his military which cannot be done. Mainly, the bombing of
Tokyo. The man who is paralyzed from the waist down therefore stands
up to prove the impossible.

I should probably pause here and explain that I only began looking into
polio, the very paper which sits now in your lap, because Skynet sent me
an article which celebrated recently discovered footage of Roosevelt doing
just that. He was proving the impossible and walking.
“Oh, Noel, shame on you! Leave the polio cripple alone!” You tell me.
“He’s painstakingly using leg braces and a cane!”
The footage comes to us by way of a certain Fred Hill of New York, and
his camerawork plays off like something akin to the Patterson-Gimlin
film. We are treated to choppy footage of the seashore, presumably Fred
Hill’s family vacation. Next a fishing vessel. Then a young boy, perhaps his
son, holding up the days catch. Footage quickly cuts to Washington D.C.,
as testified by the phallus erected skyward. The camera cuts to and fro,
almost aimlessly, blurring random faces on the White House lawn, as if
Fred Hill from New York is seeking something. The date, we are told, is
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April 22, 1935. Fred Hill of New York then steadies his camera upon the
South Portico. President Roosevelt emerges from the White House and
walks across the balcony before stopping at the railway to wave at the
crowd. Catch of the decade.
Geoffrey C. Ward, a Roosevelt biographer and trustee of the FDR
Museum and Library, explains that “only a handful of mostly private
snapshots and a few feet of blurry amateur film have been found to show
Roosevelt walking.” Some 51,391 people were recorded entering the
White House gates that day. According to Ward, “the Secret Service
agents probably didn’t see Hill filming during the Easter Egg Roll because
of the unusually large size of the crowd on the White House lawn. If they
had, they would likely have taken the camera and confiscated the
film before giving it back to him.”
Remember how 33-degree Freemason, CIA spook and Joo Abraham
Zapruder filmed the Kennedy assassination, and nobody cared to
confiscate his footage? These are the things that keep me up at night. Why
was Roosevelt walking a matter of national defense?
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By the way, his wife Eleanor Roosevelt was related to 12 signers of
the Magna Carta. Do you think she’d let her husband sip from the milk
bottle? I think not. Fun fact. Eleanor is 4th cousins with Lee Harvey
Oswald. Mm-hmm, Oswald is directly related to 10 signers of the Magna
Carta. Same kings too. Marilyn Monroe is a kissing cousin. They’re all
blue blooded. And the family of Cain never poisons its own. That is,
unless they’re divulging secrets. Though in the case of Socrates, the
philosopher was chosen to divulge. The poisoning was a metaphor for
something else entirely.

WE ARRIVE now to the decade you were waiting for. The Fifties. With
polio, the person finally chosen to pass around the poisoned hemlock is Dr.
Jonas Salk. What, don’t recognize the name? Then you probably weren’t
born until a later generation. There’s a vaccine named after him. The Intelnet will produce various pictures of Jonas Salk, and it’s all propaganda.
Here we have one now. Look. There is a picture of Dr. Jonas Salk, staring
into the face of the disease. Filling vials. Getting stuff done. In the years
leading up to The Vax, the Media made Salk into a household name.
There’s a reason for that. Salk emerged from the National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis; the very organization established by Roosevelt.
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Salk was selected. I’m sure being born in New York City to Ashkenazi
Jews had nothing to do with it.

This photo was taken two years before The Vax was made readily available
to everyone, and what is Salk doing? He is injecting his family. Two years,
mind you. Sure. After all those unsuccessful attempts on the monkey,
might as well borrow your children for an hour. I am furthermore told
this was a highly publicized Media event. Of course, it was. This was
no doubt done in order that newspaper guzzlers, wringing their emotions
out and hinging upon every plot point of the unfolding drama,
might salivate for the elixir of life. He probably injected his wife and sons
with dish soap. Another fun fact is that the tree of life, according to
Kabbalah, contains “the way of the serpent.” It’s an esoteric decryption.
The serpent gives life.
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And then we have photographs such as these. There is so much going on,
but only to the trained eye. Where to even begin? For starters, Salk is
reading from LIFE Magazine. Spook literature. I decided to look up the
issue and give it a good read, for research purposes. Its date is January 10,
1955, and contains an article whereas Howard Hughes gives a premier
of his latest movie underwater. Yes, you heard me right. If you’re
incapable of imagining what an underwater movie premiere might look
like, and I don’t blame you, it involves scuba gear. Madness.
We then see Jonas Salk posing artificially with his family. Hanging around
the house in their Sunday best, flying a kite which reads: “Atomic
Rocket.” Sigh. They can’t stop rubbing the hoaxes in our faces, can they?
The indoctrination runs deep.
Well, after the Media suggested that a polio vaccine was nearly ready for
widespread use and then furthermore teasing everyone with Salk’s
inoculated family, Jonas Salk then went on the radio, insisting: “Although
progress has been more rapid than we had any right to expect, there will
be no vaccine available for widespread use for the next polio season.”
Jonas Salk, deflating everyone’s hopes like a good Controller.
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AND now we come to the part where I show you photo after photo of
sick and sadistic child abusers. A child is given little alternative but to trust
their parent who hands them over to the arms of The Government, telling
them that everything will be okay. The liars. Children have reason to fear.
If I recall, the ending to Little Red Riding Hood had the Big Bad Wolf
eating grandmother and then convincing the girl to lean in closer. Perhaps
that’s why doctors and nurses wear white lab coats. Wolves in sheep’s
clothing, every one of them. If a “health official” tried that on me, I’d jab
him with several of them.

Why do I get the feeling that these two children were coerced into trading
their souls for a stick of candy Caine? Just look at all those empty
vaccination bottles filling up the pet store window, undoubtedly for all
the undecisive and last-minute window shoppers. The indoctrination is
blatantly obvious. But even more telling is the sign insisting that parents
dismiss any doubts, consult their physician, and inquire inside. That tells
us there were anti-vaxxers walking the streets, trying to live their lives
while circumnavigating the lie. In fact, lots of them. That’s a good thing.
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The official narrative was either not set up that way to tell us about them
at the time or they have since been erased from Illuminati literature. I
don’t know, as I wasn’t there. All I have is Wikipedia articles and pictures
such as this one for informants. But seeing as how the number of
vaccinated in NYC is shown, 190,861 at the moment, and that the people
peddling that poison wanted to “MAKE IT GROW…” we can easily
deduce how very little has changed. The peer pressure was on then, just
as push for compliance is by our Controllers now. But receiving The Vax
of the Beast has only and always been a personal choice.

When all else fails, best to send in the pied piper. Lure the children with
music. Elvis Presley set an example for children everywhere by pausing
the hip shaking just long enough to receive his very own Polio vaccination.
I would tell you this is fake and that they only offered him dish soap, but
Elvis was an MK-Ultra slave who’d already sold his soul to the devil. I
seem to recall that he also joined the army to set an example for the
children.
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Speaking of which, 666. And there it is. Saluting his Master and dressed for
the part. Seriously, I didn’t think it would be this easy. I just now sought
out a picture of Presley in his Military garb and this is what the Intel-net
fed me. Because the world would be a much better place if everybody
thought about the children, you know.

And why am I not surprised to find queen of the MK-Ultra bunnies
getting hauled out for the races? Our Controllers were sparing no expense
this time around. Wearing all white too to act the part of the lamb. The
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poster tells us to play safe by getting our polio shots now. I suppose if
anyone knew how to play it safe, it was Marilyn Monroe. It’s so nice
seeing all these Elite puppets doing their part for the campaign.

Like I was saying earlier, I wasn’t there. Sometimes all I have are
photographs such as this one to inform my worldview. We are expected
to conclude a nurse is showing a polio victim the Good News, or the
Gospel according to Salk. The headline reads: VACCINE ‘TRIUMPH’
ENDS POLIO THREAT. But for all I know, he is being held against his
will and his captor is threatening him with what he is about to be injected
with—if he doesn’t talk. And if I’m not mistaken, she’s technically
pointing to the subheading, which reads: Plaster Face Identifies Slain
Woman’s Skeleton. Well, that’s only slightly unnerving.
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Obviously, poisoning the nationwide food supply simply wasn’t enough.
Too few children getting crippled. DDT had its time. Eventually that
campaign of evil was put an end to, but not really. I’m getting slightly
ahead of myself. However, have you noticed they’re spraying the skies
now too? If not, then you may want to look up and remember the shape
of the clouds as they used to be.
If you’ve ever asked yourself why Satan would want so many children dead,
then the answer to the “seed passed through the flames” equation
is quite simple. The deed is done for the exact same reason why the ruling
Establishment want people handicapped and infertile. Population control.
It’s all a numbers game. Every person prematurely buried under the
grass or deemed infertile simultaneously erases the generations of souls
who were otherwise expected of them.
Case in point, understanding the beginning. When Yahuah asked of Cain
concerning “thy brother’s blood,” he spoke in plural, referring to the
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many expected descendants of Abel who would never be born, as though
any number of abortions had been committed in the taking of his life.
It’s all a numbers game.
In 1954, Salk tested his polio vaccine on a million American
schoolchildren. That following year, “the inactivated polio-virus vaccine,”
or IPV for short, became readily available for everyone. Also, it is The
Vaccine which began to produce cases of paralysis. The Vax created polio.
In 1972, DDT was banned in the U.S. This
is largely due to the 1962 publication
of Rachel Carson’s book, ‘Silent Spring’,
which detailed the environmental impacts
that correlated with widespread use of
DDT in agriculture in the United
States. Jimmy Carter eventually awarded
Carson the Presidential Medal of Freedom
in 1980. See how The Government plays
both sides? Jonas Salk received the same
medal in 1977. Mm-hmm. Meanwhile, the
Establishment and The Government has
ignored
all
observations
between
neurotoxins and paralysis and has instead
pushed the agenda that polio is the
causation of a virus. Ridiculous. DDT was largely replaced by parathion,
an oranophosphate. Still toxic. Parathion is used in nerve agents on the
basis that it is known to disrupt processes within the nervous system. It’s
a proven neurotoxin.
Before the 1970’s came to an end, Salk and a number of other scientists
admitted that the mass vaccination program against polio had actually
been the case of most polio cases. Paralysis occurs due to poison. And it
was poison which the children were receiving. Try not to let cognitive
dissonance win the day.
Have you ever taken the time to read the ingredients in a vaccine?
Thimerosal is a mercury-based compound. The official explanation is
that thimerosal “has been widely used since the 1930’s as a preservative
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in a number of biological and drug products, including many vaccines, to
help prevent potentially life-threatening contamination with harmful
microbes.” The Establishment will gaslight anyone for believing polio or
autism is resulted from the mercury content in vaccines and yet, mercury
has been quietly eliminated from most vaccines administered to babies
and small children, despite its persistent use in flu shots.
The World Health Organization claims that health problems only arise in
methylmercury, whereas the ethyl-mercury in their vaccines poses no risk.
Fact of the matter is, mercury remains a constant of most, if not all
vaccines, including those advertised as mercury-free. No matter how you
strain or filter it, mercury is a highly toxic element by which there is no
known type or safe level of exposure.
The World Health Organization is a joke.
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